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Rather than presenting an entirely new collection every 

season, we only include a few new models and, instead, 

update our existing garments - all with an eye towards 

minimizing waste and improving clothing performance.

Our Merino Flow baselayer line with 30% Lenzing Tencel fibers 

for ultimate softness. Patterns inspired by nature, starting in 

the forest, moving up to granite walls and finishing off with 

glacier peak patterns. 

The all new mid-layer segment featuring 3 new Merino blend 

jackets, one of which is made from recycled Merino wool.

For activities ranging from morning dog-walking to first light 

alpine ski touring treks.

We became a member of the European Outdoor 

Conservation Association and, this year, we have even more 

Ambassadors with their unique fields of expertise.

Audrius, CEO

About new 
collection.



In 1928, moved by a mutual aim to finally be able to 

use their knowledge and mastery in creating quality 

production, two brothers built a business, which then 

had only 2 sewing machines and 2 seamstresses. 

During the time they were managing the company, the 

two founders developed very difficult and demanding 

manufacturing processes, which have been preserved 

and learned by the following leaders of the company 

along with their teams.

In 1987, the courage to discover new areas helped 

the company join forces with Lithuanian Textile 

Institute and resulted in the creation of special wool 

and polyester blend fabric base layers for submarine 

divers. With the help of thick, watertight suits, divers 

were provided with physical and thermal protection. 

Warm fabric undergarments trapped the air 

underneath the suit, and inner water tubes warmed 

divers while diving into a depth of 200 meters. 

In 1985, the aim to exceed customers’ expectations 

brought the company’s engineers into cooperation 

with cosmonauts and resulted in the development 

of natural, non-flammable wool and cotton fabrics, 

which were used in a number of space missions.

The innovative apparel helped cosmonauts cope with 

a variety of extreme temperatures in outer space.

In 1989, the decision to become market leaders 

inspired the company’s professionals to establish 

one of the first double-faced fabrics, which featured 

polyester near the skin and wool outside. Despite 

the possibility of being rejected and misunderstood, 

the company took the risk and successfully brought 

huge value and innovation into the niche of functional 

clothing apparel.

Since 2013, the year the company was passed on to 

Audrius Pocius from the former longtime leaders of 

the company, his mother and her business partner, 

Thermowave has been improving a lot to meet 

modern day expectations.

It has been applying extraordinary craftsmanship 

knowledge more to the outdoor apparel market and 

has been perfecting the standards of its products in 

order to satisfy the ever-changing customer demands. 

It has also developed environmental responsibility and 

strong social values, which now lie at its core.

Unique brand 
story dating 
back to 1928.

1928.

1987.

1985.
1989.

2013.

Thermowave’s brand story is extraordinary and 

filled with passion, everlasting dedication as well 

as highly developed values dating back to the very 

first days of its operation. 
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Thermowave 
today.
Family business has grown into a fair, sustainable and 

quality-driven brand that focuses on slow fashion, 

mulesing-free or recyclable materials and true freedom 

when conquering new terrains. Everything Thermowave 

produces is created using generation-to-generation 

craftsmanship principles and true feeling of adventure.

“We, as a family, plan for the long-run and ask what 

kind of world we are leaving for the next generation. 

The clothing industry faces many challenges, including 

but not limited to soil erosion due to excessive farming, 

animal cruelty, depletion of resources, the introduction 

of harmful substances and emissions as a result of 

manufacturing activity, unfair working conditions, 

landfills full of unused clothing, etc.,” says Audrius.

Every little detail that is passed down through the generations of his 

family is important to our CEO Audrius Pocius. 

We joined EOCA (The European Outdoor Conservation 

Association), which is responsible for awareness of 

climate change and the damage man is doing to the 

environment grows. We plan to be actively involved in 

the activities.

Deforestation continues, we must put back what we’re 

taking away. Thermowave team directly contributed to 

the preservation of the environment by planting over 

1000 trees. 

At Thermowave we believe in doing everything we 

can to sustain and preserve our awe-inspiring planet 

to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to enjoy 

the outdoors. 

We also care about the extinction of bees and, in 

addition to creating BEE COOL t-shirts from merino 

wool, we let the bees grow in front of our office. Many 

benefits come from Urban beekeeping.

Firstly cities are less polluted by pesticides and full of 

nectar variety, winters tend to be less harsh while bees 

help the flora of cities grow better, thus helping to level 

the CO2.
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Happy sheep
don’t itch.

0 km
policy.

Premium merino wool comes from sheep raised on 

ethical, sustainable farms that practice low-stress

stock handling.

We are very proud of these decisions and know that 

sheep welfare has improved given that more and more 

manufacturers follow this path. We have a saying that 

happy sheep don‘t itch and we stand by it.

Haddon Rig, one of our larger farms, is a mixed-farming 

property covering 60 000 acres of fertile land near 

the town of Warren, in the heart of Central West NSW, 

comprising Haddon Rig, Braemar, and Boomanulla.

Each garment at Thermowave has merino wool that is 

mulesing-free.

To guarantee sustainable and responsible production, 

we build our manufacturing cycle on long-term 

contracts with experienced and trustworthy wool 

growers. 

All of our wool comes from Australia and New Zealand.

Despite that, only the softest threads (like 17,5 or 18,5 

micron) are used resulting in premium quality and 

excellent next-to-skin comfort.

From Yarn to fi nished product, all our production takes 

place here in Europe. 

We have our own knitting, dyeing, sewing, packing and 

warehousing facilities ensuring long-lasting quality in a 

transparent and sustainable way.
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Thermowave always aims for quality, fair trade and 

sustainability over fast fashion and sketchy labor. That‘s 

why our manufacturing process from thread up until 

a base layer is done under the same Zip Code. Our 

seamstresses and product designers, our technologists 

and product managers all work in the same building. 

Anyone who wears Thermowave can be 100 percent 

sure that every single person was paid fairly, had the 

best working conditions, no hidden chemicals were used 

in the process and we even saved 60 percent of water 

that goes into the manufacturing process by updating 

our water filtering systems. 

Made by happy 
people.

We believe it is a great 
pleasure to enjoy outdoor 

adventures knowing that the 
clothes you’re wearing were 

made by happy people.

Seamstress Svitlana Seamstress Edita Knitter Apprentice Rimvydas Seamstress Zita
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To bravers, there is a 
big diff erence

- between existing 
and living.

Agnes Gorgues 
Aerial Acrobat, Mountaineer, Hiker

Agnes 
Aerial Acrobat, Mountaineer, Hiker

Damian
Climber

Marius
Snowboarder, Skydiver

Katua And Hans 
Outdoor Enthusiasts

Marica
Mountaineer, Skier

Valentin
Freerider, Filmmaker

Bettina
Runner

Fredrik And The Team 
Bushcrafters

Flo
Freeride Skier, Outdoor Sports Lover 

Justina
Traveler

Andrius
Mountain Enthusiast

Audrius
Traveler

They inspire us to climb the mountains, catch the 

highest waves, and teach us how to survive in the wild, 

even in the harshest conditions. And these are just a 

few examples of what our ambassadors inspire us by 

wearing our products. 

Brand 
ambassadors.
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WOMEN

While creating 23/24 AW women color 

palette we were thinking about wellness 

colors that feel sensorial and energising.

For long term palette, we suggest natural tones with 

pink accents.

Season must-haves include red, pink, blue, grey tones. 

Tibetian Red became the main color and it goes through 

all the collection. It signals a shift to a more classic and 

sophisticated hue.

For accent colors, we suggest pink - neons, which will 

refl ect the rebound of optimism.

Elevated printsSwampy camoufl age

Second skin Natural blendings

Technical texturesSoftness

Elevated branded fabrics Double knitting

Plush fl eeceMicro textures Brand authenticity

23/24 AW 
inspirations.

Color
pallete.

Tell us your nature 
experience.

PEAK
Wind / Ice / Fresh Air

JACQUARDS

FABRICS

EXPLORE NATURE IN ALL CONDITIONS PRINTS

VALLEY 1
Stone / Lichens

VALLEY 2
River / Forest - Trees

Geometric snowfl akes

Abstract textures

Lichen textures

Leaf inclusions

One with nature

Need for trees

Meaningful slogans

For long term palette, we suggest grey and neutral 

tones with a fl ash of blue.

Season must-haves include grey, green, blue and 

olive tones. Spruce became the main color and it goes 

through all the collection. Spruce is a settling green that 

instills a sense of contemplation, rest and refl ection.

For accent colors, we suggest our brand’s red, yellow 

and brown tones, that give an outdoor feeling.

MEN

While creating 23/24 AW men color 

palette we were thinking about more 

natural and versatile tones that help to 

relax and recharge.
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MERINO ONLY

MERINO
ENHANCED

PERFORMANCE
POLYESTER

MERINO AERO

100% MERINO 
PRODUCTS

HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 

SYNTHETICS

MERINO AND 
PERFORMANCE FIBER 

BLENDS

MERINO WARM

MERINO WONDER100% MERINO

MERINO AND PERFORMANCE FIBER BLEND

HIGH PERFORMANCE SYNTHETICS

MERINO ARCTIC

165 GSM

180 GSM

200 GSM

265 GSM

MERINO WARM 
ACTIVE

COOL WEATHER 
PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT FOR COLDER 
CONDITIONS

ULTIMATE WARMTH FOR 
COLDEST OF CONDITIONS

MERINO FLOW

MERINO XTREME

MERINO 3IN1

160 GSM

105 - 170 GSM

220 GSM

220 GSM

180 - 220 GSM

330 GSM

230+ GSM PROGRESSIVE

ORIGINALS

105 GSM

180 GSM

How to choose 
baselayer.

Baselayer 
guide.

Our baselayer products range from 100% Merino, to 

Merino Enhanced products, to Performance Polyester 

letting you choose the product according to your desired 

activity level. Thicknesses from 105 GSM to 330 GSM will 

help with whatever temperatures nature throws at you! 

This guide is designed to help the consumer quickly 

understand which base layer option for him would be

the best.

MERINO
ONLY

PERFORMANCE 
POLYESTER

MERINO
ENHANCED

Determine weather conditions

Choose your material

STEP 2

STEP 1
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Packaging and merchandising. We updated not only the colors but also found an 

eff icient way to display information on the back of the 

packaging and on stickers. This way the consumer can 

get instantly acquainted with his choice, whether it’s a 

baselayer, merino boxers or an accessory. We have reviewed and refreshed our packaging to make 

it more sustainable and with the goal of providing more 

information to our customers. Our packaging is made of 

either FSC-certifi ed cardboard or biodegradable bags. 

We also use only recyclable paper for our hangtag.

To make it easier for the consumer, we designed all our 

packaging in individual colors, so that lovers of 100% 

Merino wool or Functional blend would quickly fi nd

their choice.

And the most comprehensive guide to the Thermowave 

brand, the features and benefi ts of each product will 

become the new detailed hangtags, made of recycled 

paper. A lot of attention was also paid to highlight the 

particularly sustainable solutions, for instance, that the 

product was made from recycled bottles or fi sh nets

and so on.

All new packaging solutions will look great and 

provide the necessary information both when buying 

the product from clients’ online stores as well as at 

Thermowave stands in clients’ physical stores.
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MERINO 165 AERO is an ultra-soft and super light 

baselayer. Made of 100% ethically sourced premium 

merino wool, it is both stretchy and durable, whilst the 

fabric has no itch against the skin.

At only 165 GSM this enduring fabric is the perfect 

one for hiking, running and snow sports throughout all 

seasons of the year.

Earthly brown tones and sky blue – colors brought by nature; 

bright performance accents – introduced by us. Combining our 

strive to brave the outdoor with what nature off ers best, we 

introduce our Aero long sleeve shirt. Enjoy the lightness and 

comfort, and be active!

That feeling when you stop and allow yourself to have a good 

look around – that feeling was our inspiration. For those who 

dare to stop, nature shows its most beautiful patterns: think 

detailed lichen textures and the color palette of sunrise. This 

long sleeve shirt will become a favorite for anyone who dares 

to stop and then embrace the love for nature and its colors. 

Whether hiking or just taking your dog for a walk – our shirt will 

help you to enjoy nature to the fullest, all year round.

MERINO
165 AERO

165 GSM SUPERLIGHT

100%
NATURAL MERINO WOOL

SUPER 
SOFT

Merino 165 Aero

16AERO451-792
Depth/Navy

16AERO411-793
Lichens

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Main fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Close-fi tting

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino; 

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• The back side is longer for additional comfort;  

• Raglan sleeves for added comforty; 

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction;

• Thumb loops keep your sleeves in place and hands warm;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• The back side is longer for additional comfort.

MERINO 165 AERO  |  MEN
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3/4 PANTS

Main fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Details: 72%, Polyester, 28% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

14AERO731-992
Black

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Close-fitting

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 17,5 micron ultrafine premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• The back side is longer for additional comfort.

• 17,5 micron ultrafine premium Merino; 

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• The back side is longer for additional comfort;  

• Raglan sleeves for added comforty; 

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

• 17,5 micron ultrafine premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Branded elastic waistband; 

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology zones features 

breathable zones for high intensity activity.

• 17,5 micron ultrafine premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Branded elastic waistband;  

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

MERINO 165 AERO  |  MEN MERINO 165 AERO  |  MEN

14AERO411-990
Black

16AERO441-990
Black

14AERO711-990
Black
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This unique design was inspired by autumn leaves, frozen in 

ice, keeping their fragile beauty intact. To complement their 

patterns, we also mixed in that peculiar blue of the sky. And 

that’s how an exclusive design was born – a long sleeve shirt 

that’s perfect for your outdoor adventures as well as day-to-

day experiences. 

Feminine fi t and stylish design, combined with ultimate comfort 

– keywords that brought this design to life. Wear this shirt with 

black leggings or your favorite jeans – its versatility will let you 

hike, ski or just enjoy everyday adventures with confi dence. 

Special black details help to shape the fi gure, and Tibetan red 

accents accelerate that performance feel.

16AERO412-653
Leaf Inclusions

16AERO452-652
Mirage/Black

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Close-fi tting

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• The back side is longer for additional comfort;  

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• The back side is longer for additional comfort.

MERINO 165 AERO  |  WOMENMERINO 165 AERO  |  WOMEN

14AERO412-990
Black

16AERO442-990
Black

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Close-fi tting

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• The back side is longer for additional comfort;  

• Raglan sleeves construction for mobility and comfort;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• The back side is longer for additional comfort.
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MERINO 165 AERO  |  WOMEN

3/4 PANTS

Main fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Details: 72%, Polyester, 28% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 17,5 micron ultrafine premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology zones features 

breathable zones for high intensity activity; 

• Branded elastic waistband.

14AERO712-990
Black

14AERO732-992
Black

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 17,5 micron ultrafine premium Merino;

• UPF 30+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Branded elastic waistband.
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Made of ethically sourced premium 100% Merino wool, 

this baselayer will defi nitely add additional comfort to 

your Outdoor experience during performance in cool 

to cold weather conditions. Featuring a unique knitting 

structure, Thermowave’s Merino Warm ensures perfect 

warmth insulation, lightweight design and the best 

properties of Merino wool, as well as a dry, next-to-skin 

comfort feeling throughout your activities.

Merino Warm
MERINO
WARM

180 GSM LIGHTWEIGHT

100%
NATURAL MERINO WOOL

12WARM711-970
Dark Grey Melange

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 100% Merino - Soft merino fi bers that regulate body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• Rib-knitting structure for perfect warmth in minimum bulk;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng; 

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Branded elastic waistband;

• Odor resistant.

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 100% Merino - Soft merino fi bers that regulate body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• Rib-knitting structure for perfect warmth in minimum bulk;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng; 

• Drop tail hem for added coverage;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility and comfort;

• Odor resistant.

MERINO WARM  |  MEN

12WARM411-990
Black

12WARM711-990
Black

12WARM411-970
Dark Grey Melange

12WARM411-760
Spruse
NEW

12WARM411-690
Navy

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 100% Merino - Soft merino fi bers that regulate body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors;

• Rib-knitting structure for perfect warmth in minimum bulk;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng; 

• Drop tail hem for added coverage;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility and comfort;

• Odor resistant.

14WARM611-970
Dark Grey Melange
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12WARM412-990
Black

12WARM412-970
Dark Grey Melange

12WARM412-490
Tibetan Red
NEW

12WARM412-590
Immune

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 100% Merino - Soft merino fibers that regulate body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• Rib-knitting structure for perfect warmth in minimum bulk;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 100% Merino - Soft merino fibers that regulate body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• Rib-knitting structure for perfect warmth in minimum bulk;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Drop tail hem for added coverage;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility and comfort.

MERINO WARM  |  WOMEN

12WARM712-970
Dark Grey Melange

12WARM712-990
Black
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Thermowave’s Merino 200 Wonder is the perfect 

baselayer for an array of activities due to its suitability 

in a range of temperatures. The 100% ethically sourced 

Merino wool balances both supreme softness and 

adaptability. At 200 GSM this sustainable fabric is a 

natural yet durable baselayer which enables the wearer 

to be comfortable whilst pushing outside their comfort 

zone.

Merino 200 Wonder
MERINO
200 WONDER

200 GSM LIGHTWEIGHT

100%
NATURAL MERINO WOOL

SUPER 
SOFT

DURABLE
WEAVE

VERSATILE
PERFORMANCE

14WNDR411-693
Navy

Our print

14WNDR461-980
Anthracite

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT WITH HOODIE

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Close-fi tting

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Close-fi tting

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fi bers that regulate 

body temperature in all weather conditions and resist 

odors; 

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability; 

• Breathable & moisture wicking;

• Off set shoulder seams to prevent friction;

• Unique Thermowave print ”One with nature”.

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fi bers that regulate 

body temperature in all weather conditions and resist 

odors; 

• Fitted hood;

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability;

• Breathable & moisture wicking;

• Raglan sleeves for added comfort.

MERINO 200 WONDER |  MEN
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LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Close-fitting

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fibers that regulate body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability;

• Breathable & moisture wicking;

• Offset shoulder seams to prevent friction;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

14WNDR441-990
Black

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Close-fitting

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fibers that regulate body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability;

• Breathable & moisture wicking;

• Offset shoulder seams to prevent friction.

MERINO 200 WONDER |  MEN

14WNDR711-990
Black

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fibers that regulate body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability;

• Breathable & moisture wicking;

• Branded elastic waistband.

14WNDR411-990
Black 14WNDR442-990

Black

17WNDR462-770
Peacock

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT WITH HOODIE

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Close-fitting

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Close-fitting

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fibers that regulate 

body temperature in all weather conditions and resist 

odors; 

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability;

• Breathable & moisture wicking;

• Offset shoulder seams to prevent friction;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fibers that regulate 

body temperature in all weather conditions and resist 

odors; 

• Fitted hood;

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability;

• Breathable & moisture wicking;

• Raglan sleeves for added comfort;

• Drop tail hem for added coverage.

MERINO 200 WONDER |  WOMEN
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14WNDR412-990
Black

14WNDR412-490
Tibetan Red

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Close-fitting

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fibers that regulate 

body temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability;

• Breathable & moisture wicking;

• Branded elastic waistband.

• 100% Merino - Ultra-smooth merino fibers that regulate 

body temperature in all weather conditions and resist odors; 

• UPF 50+ approved by Hohenstein laboratory;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Stretchy and durable material ensures durability;

• Breathable & moisture wicking.

MERINO 200 WONDER |  WOMEN

14WNDR712-990
Black
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LONG PANTS

Fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

Made of supreme fabric, Arctic 265 gsm  baselayer 

features brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation. 95% Merino wool is upgraded with 5% Lycra 

for elastic fi t and easy wearing. Our Merino Arctic keeps 

you warm and dry, it feels nice on you, but a great Merino 

baselayer is also highly breathable and odor resistant.

Merino Arctic
MERINO
ARCTIC

265 GSM MIDWEIGHT

95%
MERINO WOOL

5%
LYCRA

LYCRATM
BRUSHED
INSIDE

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fi t and easy 

wearing with Lycra®;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility;

• Longer back for proper coverage;

• Odor resistant; 

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

16ARCT441-990
Black

12ARCT441-670
Gray Blue

12ARCT711-670
Gray Blue

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fi t and easy 

wearing with Lycra®;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility;

• Longer back for proper coverage;

• Odor resistant;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng.

MERINO ARCTIC |  MEN

12ARCT711-990
Black

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fi t and easy 

wearing with Lycra®;

• Odor resistant;

• Wide and comfortable waist;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Branded elastic waistband.

12ARCT411-990
Black

12ARCT411-670
Gray Blue
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LONG PANTS

Main fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Details: 94% Merino Wool, 3% Polyester, 3% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fit and easy 

wearing with Lycra®; 

• Odor resistant;

• Wide and comfortable waist;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Branded elastic waistband.

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fit and easy 

wearing with Lycra®;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility;

• Longer back for proper coverage;

• Odor resistant;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing.

MERINO ARCTIC |  WOMEN

16ARCT722-492
Tibetan Red

16ARCT412-490
Tibetan Red

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Main fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Details: 94% Merino Wool, 3% Polyester, 3% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fit and easy 

wearing with Lycra®;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility;

• Longer back for proper coverage;

• Odor resistant;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Thumb loops keep your sleeves in place and hands warm;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort; 

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

MERINO ARCTIC |  WOMEN

12ARCT442-462
Mineral Red

“I felt like in pajamas”.

Agnes Gorgues 

Aerial Acrobat, Mountaineer, Hiker

They are very hot and comfortable. I can say I felt like in 

“pajamas”. I stay warm all the trip in Lapland despite of 

the cold weather.
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MERINO ARCTIC |  WOMEN

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fit and easy 

wearing with Lycra®; 

• Odor resistant;

• Wide and comfortable waist;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Branded elastic waistband.

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fit and easy 

wearing with Lycra®;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility;

• Longer back for proper coverage;

• Odor resistant;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing.

12ARCT712-990
Black

12ARCT412-990
Black

MERINO ARCTIC |  WOMEN

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Main fabric: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Details: 95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Extra warm: brushed inside for superb softness and heat 

insulation;

• Fit Good. Feel Good technology for elastic fit and easy 

wearing with Lycra®;

• Raglan sleeve construction for mobility;

• Longer back for proper coverage;

• Odor resistant;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• YKK Zipper chin guard to prevent friction.

16ARCT442-990
Black

“The Best”.

Mingma Gyabu (David) Sherpa 

Mountain climber with more than 15 years of climbing experience.

One of the best baselayers I have ever tried. Love its 

fitting, breathability and warmth.
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Our Merino Warm Active collection is ideal for mid to high 

intensity activities and has been designed with snow sports in 

mind. So whether you are snow tubing, sledding or skiing this 

collection guarantees to keep you comfortably warm.

Made with dual fi ber technology, the polyester layer provides 

eff icient moisture transport whilst the wool and polyamide 

fabrics ensure warmth and durability. This combination results 

in a breathable and antibacterial fabric which reduces bad 

odors and skin irritation. At only 160 GSM, Merino Warm 

Active guarantees comfort and warmth in all weather 

conditions and helps our Bravers to perform at their best.

Merino Warm ActiveMERINO
WARM ACTIVE

42%
MERINO WOOL

47%
RECYCLED 

POLYESTER

11%
POLYAMIDE

160 GSM SUPERLIGHT

SOFT 
TOUCH

ULTRALIGHT 
KNIT

12ACTI411-930
Ink Melange

12ACTI411-680
Nautica Melange

MERINO WARM ARCTIC |  MEN

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 42% Merino Wool, 47% Recycled Polyester,  

11% Polyamide

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 42% Merino Wool, 47% Recycled Polyester,  

11% Polyamide

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Merino wool and polyamide fabrics ensure warmth and 

durability;

• Quick-drying Recycled Polyester provides eff icient 

moisture transport; 

• Soft touch; 

• Ultralight-knit; 

• Longer back protects from the cold; 

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng.

• Merino wool and polyamide fabrics ensure warmth and 

durability;

• Quick-drying Recycled Polyester provides eff icient 

moisture transport; 

• Soft touch; 

• Ultralight-knit; 

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Branded elastic waist.
12ACTI711-680
Nautica Melange

12ACTI711-930
Ink Melange
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12ACTI412-930
Ink Melange

12ACTI412-550
Viola Melange
NEW

MERINO WARM ARCTIC |  WOMEN

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 42% Merino Wool, 47% Recycled Polyester,  

11% Polyamide

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 42% Merino Wool, 47% Recycled Polyester,  

11% Polyamide

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Merino wool and polyamide fabrics ensure warmth and 

durability;

• Quick-drying Recycled Polyester provides efficient 

moisture transport; 

• Soft touch; 

• Ultralight-knit; 

• Longer back protects from the cold; 

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing.

• Merino wool and polyamide fabrics ensure warmth and 

durability;

• Quick-drying Recycled Polyester provides efficient 

moisture transport; 

• Soft touch; 

• Ultralight-knit; 

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility;

• Branded elastic waist.
12ACTI712-550
Viola Melange
NEW

12ACTI712-930
Ink Melange
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Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend - Thermowave’s 

Merino Xtreme - an advanced dual layer with a 

combination of Merino wool and Polyester for bravers 

who seek out the best properties of both fi bers. Inside 

functional polyester is designed for optimal moisture 

management and quick-drying comfort, while outside 

premium Merino wool/Polyamide Blend has supreme 

insulating properties and is naturally anti-bacterial.

Merino Xtreme
MERINO
XTREME

220 GSM LIGHTWEIGHT

DUAL LAYER
FABRIC

80%
MERINO WOOL

20%
POLYAMIDE

100%
POLYESTER

OUTSIDE INSIDE

Think our famous and long time favorite Merino Xtreme fabric 

and its functional design in updated version. Our new long 

sleeve shirt has a turtle neck for extra comfort and warmth, and 

special black details will accentuate a masculine shape. Look 

and feel your best!

16XTRM431-962
Urban Chic/Black

12XTRM411-960
Urban Chic

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT, TURTLE NECK

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Details: 100% Merino wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Close-fi tting

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Highest warmth to weight ratio;

• Thumb loops keep your sleeves in place and hands warm;

• High collar for added protection;

• Better insulation;

• Even more comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fi t for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Longer backside protects from the cold;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction;

• Off set shoulder seams to prevent friction;

• Fit good. Feel good technology zones features breathable 

zones for high intensity activity.

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry;

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability;

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fi t for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial 

protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Longer backside protects from the cold; 

• Embroidered Thermowave logo;

• Raglan sleeves for added comfort.

MERINO XTREME  |  MEN
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LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry;

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability;

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Longer backside protects from the cold; 

• Embroidered Thermowave logo;

• Raglan sleeves for added comfort.

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry;

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability;

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Longer backside protects from the cold; 

• Embroidered Thermowave logo;

• Offset shoulder seams to prevent friction;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• YKK 1/2 zip neck collar for temperature regulation.

12XTRM411-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

12XTRM441-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

12XTRM411-691
Storm/Topaz

12XTRM441-691
Storm/Topaz

MERINO XTREME  |  MEN

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP, TURTLE NECK

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

3/4 PANTS

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry;

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability;

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Longer backside protects from the cold; 

• Embroidered Thermowave logo;

• Offset shoulder seams to prevent friction;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• YKK 1/2 zip neck collar for temperature regulation.

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry; 

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability; 

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort; 

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Soft good quality elastic band at waist;

• Branded elasticized waist;

• Gusset ending just above the knee for mobility and comfort.

12XTRM731-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

MERINO XTREME  |  MEN

12XTRM451-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange
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LONG PANTS

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry; 

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability; 

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort; 

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fi t for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Soft good quality elastic band at waist;

• Branded elasticized waist;

• Gusset ending just above the knee for mobility and comfort.

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Highest warmth to weight ratio;

• Better insulation;

• Even more comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fi t for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Soft good quality elastic band at waist;

• Branded elastic waistband;

• Gusset ending just above the knee for mobility and comfort.

12XTRM711-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

12XTRM711-690
Storm/Topaz

MERINO XTREME  |  MEN

  

Long sleeve turtle neck shirt – a stylish and functional choice, 

especially when it’s made from premium Merino wool. A subtle 

yet bright pink Thermowave logo will let you easily match it with 

pants from the same collection.

16XTRM432-962
Urban Chic

12XTRM452-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT, TURTLE NECK

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Details: 100% Merino wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Stylish minimalistic look; 

• Dual Layer Fabric - Highest warmth to weight ratio;

• Thumb loops keep your sleeves in place and hands warm;

• High collar for added protection;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial 

protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Longer backside protects from the cold;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• Fit good. Feel good technology zones features breathable 

zones for high intensity activity.

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fi t for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial 

protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Off set shoulder seams to prevent friction;

• Longer backside protects from the cold; 

• Embroidered Thermowave logo;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• YKK 1/2 zip neck collar for temperature regulation.

MERINO XTREME  |  WOMEN

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP, TURTLE NECK

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin
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LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry;

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability;

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Longer backside protects from the cold; 

• Embroidered Thermowave logo;

• Raglan sleeves for added comfort.

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry;

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability;

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Longer backside protects from the cold; 

• Embroidered Thermowave logo;

• YKK 1/2 zip neck collar for temperature regulation.

12XTRM412-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

12XTRM412-440
Magenta/Rose

MERINO XTREME  |  WOMEN

12XTRM442-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

12XTRM442-440
Magenta/Rose

LONG PANTS

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Mesh: 94% Merino Wool, 3% Polyester, 3% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Mesh: 94% Merino Wool, 3% Polyester, 3% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

MERINO XTREME  |  WOMEN

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Highest warmth to weight ratio;

• Better insulation;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Soft good quality elastic band at waist;

• Branded elastic waistband;

• Gusset ending just above the knee for mobility and comfort;

• Fit good. Feel good technology zones features breathable 

zones for high intensity activity.

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Highest warmth to weight ratio;

• Better insulation;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Soft good quality elastic band at waist;

• Branded elastic waistband;

• Gusset ending just above the knee for mobility and comfort;

• Fit good. Feel good technology zones features breathable 

zones for high intensity activity.

12XTRM712-992
Black/Dark Grey Melange

12XTRM712-442
Magenta/Rose
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220 GSM LIGHTWEIGHT

38%
MERINO WOOL

31%
POLYESTER

31%
TENCEL

MERINO
FLOW

Merino Flow is our brand new line that focuses on bringing 

even more comfort together with eloquent colors and 

patterns. Made from Merino wool, Polyester and Tencel 

blend, garments combine the best qualities of these fabrics 

to ensure that ultimate comfort feel. Merino wool is naturally 

antibacterial and allows the skin to breathe, Polyester quickly 

wicks away any excess moisture to prevent clamminess, and 

sustainable Tencel brings a feeling of extreme softness. Our 

biodegradable  Tencel is not only super soft but eco-friendly as 

well. It’s made from renewable wood pulp, and products with 

it generate minimum adverse environmental impact. For your 

next adventure, choose comfort and consciousness.

Merino Flow

EXTREME
SOFTNESS

ABSTRACT ICE 
TEXTURES

SNOW 
SHADOWS

SUNSET IN THE 
MOUNTAINS

SNOWFALL

SUNSET

FOREST IN 
THE SNOW

LICHEN 
TEXTURES

SWAMPY 
CAMOUFLAGE

Merino Flow 
inspiration.

In the fi rst layer, we meet lichen and camoufl age 

textures that embody nature’s green and brown colors, 

everything that’s earthy and natural.

In the second layer, we were inspired by the snowy 

forests and the snow that sparkles within them. Here 

jacquard, mirroring the textures of snowfl akes, is born – 

it’s harmonious, graphic and precise.

Finally, on the summit of the mountain, we see the 

abstract ice motive. We invoke it in two color options: 

the fi rst - bright pink one inspired by majestic alpine 

sunsets and the second - blueish-purple one, inspired by 

shadows occurring on glacial snow and ice.

This mountain motif recurs throughout 

all AW23 collection – it’s a core point 

that connects all jacquard inspirations. 

Our jacquard patterns are sparked 

by the mountain’s layers: VALLEY 2, 

VALLEY 1, PEAK, and that refl ects not 

only in the patterns but in the colors of 

the jacquards as well.

MERINO FLOW
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Inspiration for this design came from nature’s inherent ability 

to create camoufl age patterns: notice them in the woods and 

among the trees on foothills. That’s why our shirt has a bit of 

camoufl age too – to note how we are one with nature.

16FLOW421-782
Camoufl age

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 38% Merino Wool, 31% Polyester,

31% Tencel

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 38% Merino Wool, 31% Polyester,

31% Tencel

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breathability;

• Naturally anti-bacterial;

• Longer back protects from the cold; 

• Reglan sleeves for max mobility; 

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng.

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breatahbility;

• Naturally anti-bacterial;

• Extra soft touch;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• New design branded soft waisband;

• Contoured pouch; 

• Gusset ending just above the knee for mobility and 

comfort;

• High rise for added coverage.

MERINO FLOW  |  MEN

16FLOW711-782
Camoufl age

16FLOW441-782
Camoufl age

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 38% Merino Wool, 31% Polyester,

31% Tencel

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breathability;

• Naturally anti-bacterial;

• Longer back protects from the cold; 

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction; 

• Off set shoulder seams to prevent friction; 

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• YKK zip neck collar for temperature regulation.

MERINO FLOW  |  MEN

What makes Tencel 
so sustainable?
Tencel fabric is made from wood from forests located in 

South Africa where soil quality is low. Agriculture is not 

an option, but eucalyptus trees thrive there. The forests 

are sustainably managed and new trees are planted.

Tencel’s production process is a closed loop. More than 

99% of the water and solvents used in the process are 

collected and reused. The bleaching of the fi bers is 

completely chlorine-free.

Soft-Touch Lenzing Tencel™ defi nes a new standard 

of sustainability and natural comfort: coming from 

sustainable forest plantations in a ‘closed loop’ process, 

its cellulosic fi bers of botanic origin bring you that extra 

soft, next-to-skin feel.
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Inspired by those burning sunsets and their bright, magnifi cent, 

yet naturally occurring colors, we created this design for a 

woman, not afraid to follow her dreams. Brave, shining and 

goal-driven – we believe it’s you.

Don’t compromise between comfort and style! This thermo 

design will look perfect on its own – you can take off  your pants 

after skiing without worries. What’s more, our special fi t will 

nicely accentuate your bottom.

16FLOW432-572 
Mulberry/Pink

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 38% Merino Wool, 31% Polyester,

31% Tencel

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 38% Merino Wool, 31% Polyester,

31% Tencel

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breatahbility;

• Naturally anti-bacterial;

• Extra soft touch; 

• Longer back protects from the cold; 

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility; 

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng.

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breatahbility;

• Naturally anti-bacterial;

• Extra soft touch; 

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• High rise for added coverage;

• Back design detail, for body shaping.

MERINO FLOW  |  WOMEN

16FLOW732-572
Mulberry/Pink

A classic choice that became our star last year: now in new 

colors, this shirt is a safe and updatet version. It will go with any 

skiing or hiking pants, and bright details will cheer up the mood 

and make your outfi t more playful. The only thing left to do is to 

decide where to go with it fi rst!

16FLOW452-972
Black/Grey

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 40% Merino Wool, 30% Polyester,

30% Tencel

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 40% Merino Wool, 30% Polyester,

30% Tencel

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breatahbility;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Branded soft waisband;

• High rise for added coverage;

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction;  

• Contrast fl at seams for visual body shaping.

MERINO FLOW  |  WOMEN

16FLOW752-972
Black/Grey

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breathability;

• Longer back protects from the cold;

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility; 

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction; 

• Contrast fl at seams for visual body shaping;

• YKK zip neck collar for temperature regulation.
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Our new shirt is inspired  by the blue of the sky and frosted 

nature patterns. Light pink details will create that performance 

feeling, whether climbing a mountain or travelling to a dream 

country, and a darker color will aslo help to accentuate the 

feminine fi gure so that you would feel confi dent. Wear this shirt 

as a base or as a second layer and feel your best with this fresh 

breath of air-inspired shirt.

While creating this design, comfort, style and versatility was 

our goal. Finished skiing? Take off  your skiing pants and still look 

great in your thermo undergarments.

16FLOW442-652 
Mirage

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 1/2 ZIP

Fabric: 38% Merino Wool, 31% Polyester,

31% Tencel

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 38% Merino Wool, 31% Polyester,

31% Tencel

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breatahbility;

• Naturally anti-bacterial;

• Longer back protects from the cold; 

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction; 

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility;

• Gusseted underarms for mobility and comfort;

• YKK 1/2 zip for better ventilation; 

• YKK zip neck collar for temperature regulation.

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breatahbility;

• Naturally anti-bacterial;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Branded soft waisband;

• High rise for added coverage;

• Back design detail, for body shaping;

• Forward set side seams to prevent friction.

MERINO FLOW  |  WOMEN

16FLOW722-652
Mirage

16FLOW422-652
Mirage

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 38% Merino Wool, 31% Polyester,

31% Tencel

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

MERINO FLOW  |  WOMEN

• Soft-Touch Lenzing TencelTM;

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester and natural 

premium merino;

• Superior breathability;

• Naturally anti-bacterial;

• Longer back protects from the cold;

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng.
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143IN1712-980
Anthracite

143IN1711-980
Anthracite

• The next-level triple composition for superb warmth 

insulation, moisture evaporation, and breathability; 

• The unique diamond-shaped quilted air pockets insulates 

heat for unparallel warmth-to-weight ratio;

• Merino wool for high breathability and perfect insulation; 

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• Abrasion-resistant and durable fabric;

• Close-fi tting elastic bottom to keep the warmth in;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

LONG PANTS

Outside: 45% Merino Wool

Middle: 12% Polyester

Inside: 43% Polypropylene

Men size: S-3XL

Women size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

Thermowave 3IN1 baselayer is developed to be the 

go-to option for superior warmth and comfort when the 

temperature drops or activity level is low. The functional 

polypropylene (inside) is perfect for moisture evaporation 

while Themowave Merino wool (outside) off ers the best 

warmth insulation and breathability. The two fabrics are 

connected with a functional Polyester yarn which not 

only shapes additional air pockets but also provides the 

Thermowave 3IN1 with exceptional insulation properties 

and boosts the wicking properties of the item.

Merino 3IN1
MERINO

3IN1

330 GSM MIDWEIGHT

3 LAYERS
SUPER WARM

45%
MERINO WOOL

12%
POLYESTER

43%
POLYPROPYLENE

143IN1411-980
Anthracite

143IN1412-980
Anthracite

MERINO 3IN1

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Outside: 45% Merino Wool

Middle: 12% Polyester

Inside: 43% Polypropylene

Men size: S-3XL

Women size: XS-XXL

Fit: Close-fi tting

• The next-level triple composition for superb warmth 

insulation, moisture evaporation, and breathability; 

• The unique diamond-shaped quilted air pockets insulates 

heat for unparallel warmth-to-weight ratio;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng; 

• Abrasion-resistant and durable fabric; 

• Longer back for proper coverage; 

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility.

MEN

MEN

WOMEN

WOMEN
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All Thermowave Progressive items feature an ergonomic 

design with odor control. Quick to dry, these products 

move sweat away from the body and help maintain 

optimal body temperature in any season allowing 

maximum performance.

PROGRESSIVE

105 GSM SUPERLIGHT

100%
POLYESTER

Progressive
• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester;

• Exceptional temperature maintenance with minimal bulk;

• Dual-thread: less fi lament and hexagonal surface area 

for max moisture management;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng;

• 4-way full stretchable fabric for max freedom of 

movement;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Men size: S-3XL

Women size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

PROGRESSIVE

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Men size: S-3XL

Women size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester; 

• Exceptional temperature maintenance with minimal bulk; 

• Dual-thread: less fi lament and hexagonal surface area 

for max moisture management; 

• Raglan sleeves support max mobility; 

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafi ng; 

• 4-way full stretchable fabric for max freedom of 

movement; 

• Longer back for proper coverage;

• Embroidered Thermowave logo.

12PROG712-990
Black

12PROG711-990
Black

MEN WOMEN

12PROG411-990
Black

12PROG412-990
Black

MEN WOMEN
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12ORGN411-990
Black

12ORGN411-690
Navy

ORIGINALS  |  MEN

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester; 

• Raglan sleeves support max mobility;

• 4-way full stretch fabric for freedom of movement; 

• Longer back for the right coverage; 

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• Special vortex yarn for even more durability; 

• Less-irritating fabric.

• Quick-Drying Functional Polyester; 

• Wide elastic waistband; 

• 4-way full stretch fabric for freedom of movement;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng; 

• Special vortex yarn for even more durability; 

• Less-irritating fabric;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

12ORGN711-690
Navy

12ORGN711-990
Black

Thermowave Originals feature quick dry 100% functional 

Polyester yarns, providing an exceptional moisture 

evaporation function. In addition, featuring a unique 

knitted fabric structure, Thermowave’s Polyester 

garments provide great warmth insulation properties 

and are light, soft and have a great body fi t.

ORIGINALS

180 GSM SUPERLIGHT

100%
POLYESTER

Originals
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ORIGINALS  |  WOMEN

12ORGN412-990
Black

12ORGN412-580
Acai

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Raglan sleeves support max mobility; 

• 4-way full stretch fabric for freedom of movement; 

• Longer back for the right coverage;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Special vortex yarn for even more durability; 

• Less-irritating fabric.

• Wide elastic waistband; 

• 4-way full stretch fabric for freedom of movement; 

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Special vortex yarn for even more durability; 

• Less-irritating fabric;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

12ORGN712-580
Acai

12ORGN712-990
Black
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As your kid challenges the lifestyle of a BRAVER, 

Merino Xtreme Junior product line makes the 

experience extra-warm & extra-comfortable. Dual 

layer fabric includes the best properties of both natural 

and synthetic fi bers — soft merino wool insulates heat 

and manages moisture, while the Polyester retains the 

items’ durability and abrasion resistance. Garments are 

suitable for the most sensitive skin types.

MERINO XTREME JUNIORMERINO ENHANCED

220 GSM LIGHTWEIGHT

Featuring a unique knitting structure, Thermowave’s 

Merino Warm Junior ensures perfect warmth 

insulation, lightweight design and the best properties 

of Merino wool, as well as a dry, next-to-skin comfort 

feeling throughout your kid activities.

Made from 100% functional Polyester yarns, 

Thermowave Junior Active features light, soft and 

great fi t fabric. In addition, Thermowave’s Polyester 

garments provide great warmth insulation properties 

and exceptional moisture evaporation function - all to 

make your kid comfortable, dry and warm during his/

hers every day activities.

MERINO WARM JUNIOR

JUNIOR ACTIVE

MERINO ONLY

PERFORMANCE POLYESTER

Kids baselayer

180 GSM SUPERLIGHT

180 GSM LIGHTWEIGHT

Thermowave Merino Warm Active collection is the 

perfect choice for children. It doesn’t matter whether 

your little one gets involved in a snow war, goes 

sledding or just wants to go outside and get some fresh 

air during a school break – they simply cannot get cold 

and ill, can they? Allow your child to create memories in 

changeable and sometimes especially cold weather.

MERINO WARM ACTIVE JUNIORMERINO ENHANCED

160 GSM SUPERLIGHT

MERINO WARM JUNIOR

16JUNM410-970
Dark Grey Melange

UNISEX LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: 110-116, 122-128, 134-140, 146-152,

158-164

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: 110-116, 122-128, 134-140, 146-152,

158-164

Fit: Next-to-skin

• 100% Merino - Soft merino fi bers that regulates body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resists odors; 

• Rib-knitting structure for perfect warmth in minimum 

bulk;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• Longer back protects from the cold; 

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility.

• 100% Merino - Soft merino fi bers that regulates body 

temperature in all weather conditions and resists odors; 

• Rib-knitting structure for perfect warmth in minimum 

bulk;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

16JUNM714-970
Dark Grey Melange

16JUNM713-970
Dark Grey Melange

BOYS GIRLS
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BOYS GIRLS

LONG PANTS

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: 110-116, 122-128, 134-140, 146-152,

158-164

Fit: Next-to-skin

UNISEX LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: 110-116, 122-128, 134-140, 146-152,

158-164

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry;

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added 

durability;

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial 

protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Longer backside protects from the cold.

• Our best-seller 220 GSM Merino blend;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry;

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added 

durability;

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort;

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial 

protection;

• Flatlock seams to prevent chafing;

• Soft good quality elastic band at waist;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

BEANIE

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S/M JUNIOR, L/XL JUNIOR

CHUTE

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: One size

MERINO XTREME JUNIORMERINO XTREME JUNIOR

16HATJ530-660
Skydiver/Blue

• Perfect Beanie for winter sports;

• Outside premium Merino wool has supreme insulating 

properties;

• Inside Functional Polyester/merino blend  for quick-

drying comfort and durability;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating.

• Non-itch verstatile neck warmth to go, with longer front;

• Outside premium Merino wool has supreme insulating 

properties;

• Inside Functional Polyester/merino blend  for quick-

drying comfort and durability;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wickin.

16TUBJ550-440
Magenta/Rose

16HATJ530-440
Magenta/Rose

16TUBJ550-660
Skydiver/Blue

12XTRM714-440
Magenta/Rose

12XTRM713-660
Skydiver/Blue

BOYS GIRLS

12XTRM410-660
Skydiver/Blue

12XTRM410-440
Magenta/Rose
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JUNIOR ACTIVE

12JUNP410-990
Black

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Size: 110-116, 122-128, 134-140, 146-152,

158-164

Fit: Next-to-skin

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Size: 110-116, 122-128, 134-140, 146-152,

158-164

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Raglan sleeves support max mobility; 

• 4-way full stretch fabric for freedom of movement; 

• Longer back for the right coverage;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Special vortex yarn for even more durability; 

• Less-irritating fabric.

• Wide elastic waistband; 

• 4-way full stretch fabric for freedom of movement; 

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Special vortex yarn for even more durability; 

• Less-irritating fabric;  

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.

LONG PANTS

Fabric: 42% Merino Wool, 47% Recycled Polyester, 

11% Polyamide

Size: 110-116, 122-128, 134-140, 146-152,

158-164

Fit: Next-to-skin

MERINO WARM ACTIVE JUNIOR

12ACTI410-930
Ink Melange

UNISEX LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 42% Merino Wool, 47% Recycled Polyester, 

11% Polyamide

Size: 110-116, 122-128, 134-140, 146-152,

158-164

Fit: Next-to-skin

• Merino wool and polyamide fabrics ensures warmth and 

durability;

• Quick-drying Recycled Polyester provides efficient 

moisture transport; 

• Soft Touch; 

• Ultralight-knit; 

• Longer back protects from the cold; 

• Raglan sleeves for max mobility; 

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing.

• Merino wool and polyamide fabrics ensures warmth and 

durability;

• Quick-drying Recycled Polyester provides efficient 

moisture transport; 

• Soft Touch; 

• Ultralight-knit; 

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing;

• Gusseted crotch for comfort and unimpeded mobility.
12ACTI714-930
Ink Melange

12JUNP714-990
Black

12ACTI713-930
Ink Melange

12JUNP713-990
Black

BOYS BOYSGIRLS GIRLS
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Merino Life shirts are made from 17,5 micron ultrafi ne 

fi ber that guarantees a feeling of premium quality: 

extremely soft, lightweight and suitable for even the most 

sensitive skin, with all the amazing performance

benefi ts of Thermowave’s Merino.

These shirts can be used as a baselayer or on its own, but 

won’t weigh you down. You’ll feel cool, dry & comfortable 

whatever the day throws your way.

Merino Life Shirts

MERINO LIFE  |  MEN

Ian, Mountaineer

I wear LIFE shirt whenever I am climbing in warmer weather – it keeps me dry, 

comfortable and warm if temperatures drop. The thermoregulating qualities are great. 

Forest is a place that brings tranquility to our minds. It’s a place to reset, 

recharge and eagerly explore at the same time. That’s how, looking around and 

noticing those calm earthly colors and unique patterns of pine needles, a ‘Need 

for trees’ t-shirt print was born. If you care about nature and protecting the 

trees, that’s the t-shirt for you. 

16ROCK621-863
Deep Taupe

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Regular

• 100% ethically spourced premium merino for all-natural 

performance;

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Elastic strip at the back of the neck area protects the skin 

from irritation;

• To cool you down, when intensity and heat rises;

• Permanent moisture wicking capabilities;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

Back-side printFront-side print
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MERINO LIFE  |  MENMERINO LIFE  |  MEN

Thermowave ambassadors not only test our new products – they inspire them 

as well. This t-shirt was brought to life by memories of our Austrian ambassador 

Valentin’s expedition: vivid layers of mountains settled on a print to spark that 

brave and challenge-driven attitude of an outdoor enthusiast.

Nature is our home, but we have to remember that it’s a home we share with 

other living beings. Our ambassador Hans is especially aware of this fact: 

inspired by his outdoor hiking adventures, photographing and fi lming our 

animal friends, we created the ‘One with nature’ t-shirt. Classic yet fun, we are 

sure it’s going to become a favorite of all animal lovers.

16ROCK621-693
Navy

16ROCK621-963
Urban Chic

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Regular

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Regular

• 100% ethically spourced premium merino for all-natural 

performance;

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Elastic strip at the back of the neck area protects the skin 

from irritation;

• To cool you down, when intensity and heat rises;

• Permanent moisture wicking capabilities;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

• 100% ethically spourced premium merino for all-natural 

performance;

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Elastic strip at the back of the neck area protects the skin 

from irritation;

• To cool you down, when intensity and heat rises;

• Permanent moisture wicking capabilities;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

Front-side print Front-side print



MERINO LIFE  |  WOMENMERINO LIFE  |  WOMEN

Nature is our home, but we have to remember that it’s a home we share with 

other living beings. Our ambassador Hans is especially aware of this fact: 

inspired by his outdoor hiking adventures, photographing and fi lming our 

animal friends, we created the ‘One with nature’ t-shirt. Classic yet fun, we are 

sure it’s going to become a favorite of all animal lovers.

Forest is a place that brings tranquility to our minds. It’s a place to reset, 

recharge and eagerly explore at the same time. That’s how, looking around and 

noticing those calm earthly colors and unique patterns of pine needles, a ‘Need 

for trees’ t-shirt print was born. If you care about nature and protecting the 

trees, that’s the t-shirt for you.

16ROCK622-773
Peacock

16ROCK622-963
Cloudy Grey

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Regular

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Regular

• 100% ethically spourced premium merino for all-natural 

performance;

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Elastic strip at the back of the neck area protects the skin 

from irritation;

• To cool you down, when intensity and heat rises;

• Permanent moisture wicking capabilities;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

• 100% ethically spourced premium merino for all-natural 

performance;

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Elastic strip at the back of the neck area protects the skin 

from irritation;

• To cool you down, when intensity and heat rises;

• Permanent moisture wicking capabilities;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

Front-side printBack-side printFront-side print



MERINO LIFE  |  WOMEN

Thermowave ambassadors not only test our new products – they inspire them 

as well. This t-shirt was brought to life by memories of our Austrian ambassador 

Valentin’s expedition: vivid layers of mountains settled on a print to spark that 

brave and challenge-driven attitude of an outdoor enthusiast.

16ROCK622-493
Tibetan Red

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Regular

• 100% ethically spourced premium merino for all-natural 

performance;

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Elastic strip at the back of the neck area protects the skin 

from irritation;

• To cool you down, when intensity and heat rises;

• Permanent moisture wicking capabilities;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

Front-side print 12ROCK622-990
Black

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Regular

• 100% ethically spourced premium merino for all-natural 

performance;

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Elastic strip at the back of the neck area protects the skin 

from irritation;

• To cool you down, when intensity and heat rises;

• Permanent moisture wicking capabilities;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

MERINO LIFE

12ROCK621-990
Black

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Regular

• 100% ethically spourced premium merino for all-natural 

performance;

• 17,5 micron ultrafi ne premium Merino;

• The garment is lightweight, soft and lets the skin breathe;

• Elastic strip at the back of the neck area protects the skin 

from irritation;

• To cool you down, when intensity and heat rises;

• Permanent moisture wicking capabilities;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

WOMEN

MEN
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Welcome to the most comfortable underwear you have 

ever worn – off ering the support and comfort you need 

for both daily life and weekend adventures. Made from 

160 GSM merino wool with a mixture of elastane for that 

perfect fi t, Thermowave underwear is supersoft, stretchy 

and highly durable.

Stay cool, dry and extremely comfortable all day long.

Merino Life Underwear

MERINO LIFE UNDERWEAR

MEN’S TRUNKS

Outside: 98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Next-to-skin

WOMEN’S BRIEFS

Outside: 98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

11BASE751-990
Black

12LIFE751-690
Navy

• Super comfortable, soft, and extra-stretchy;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Temperature regulating;

• Enhanced durability, don’t wear out easily and don’t 

shrink;

• Wide elastic waistband designed for ultimate comfort;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng;

• Contoured puch for comfort; 

• Gusset for mobility comfort.

• High Cut Brief features premium merino wool for soft and 

breathable comfort;

• Super comfortable, soft, and extra-stretchy;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Temperature regulating;

• Enhanced durability, don’t wear out easily and don’t shrink;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafi ng.

16LIFE762-490
Tibetan Red

12LIFE751-780
Forest Green

16LIFE762-990
Black
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MERINO LIFE UNDERWEAR  |  WOMEN MERINO LIFE UNDERWEAR  |  WOMEN

WOMEN’S BRIEFS

Outside: 98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

WOMEN’S BRIEFS

Outside: 98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

BOY SHORTS

Outside: 98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

WOMEN’S BRA

Outside: 98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin, Light support

• Super comfortable, soft, and extra-stretchy;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Temperature regulating;

• Enhanced durability, don’t wear out easily and don’t shrink;

• Wide, branded elastic waistband designed for ultimate 

comfort;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing.

• Super comfortable, soft, and extra-stretchy;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Temperature regulating;

• Enhanced durability, don’t wear out easily and don’t shrink;

• Wide, branded elastic waistband designed for ultimate 

comfort;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing.

• Super comfortable, soft, and extra-stretchy;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Temperature regulating;

• Enhanced durability, don’t wear out easily and don’t shrink;

• Wide, branded elastic waistband designed for ultimate 

comfort;

• Flatlock seams prevent chafing.

• Soft merino fibers that regulate body temperature in all 

weather conditions and resist odors;

• Light support;

• Adjustable straps;

• Wireless;

• Lightweight;

• Machine washable;

• Branded soft waisband.

14LIFE762-990
Black

14LIFE762-840
Dune

12LIFE752-990
Black

15LIFE932-990
Black

17LIFE932-840
Dune
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Combining years of experience creating baselayers and 

our foundational Thermowave values, we’ve decided to 

bring a collection of midlayer clothing.

 

The most important thing for us is the feeling that 

wearing Thermowave clothes creates. That’s why 

we bring you second-layer clothing developed in 

collaboration with our ambassadors and regarding their 

experience. It’s suitable both for active adventures, as 

well as just spending time in nature.

 

Naturally, for a second layer, we used Merino wool fiber. 

It’s known to be light, soft, water-resistant, odor-free 

Mid layers

and keeps you warm or cool depending on the weather. 

What’s more, it’s a biodegradable and renewable fiber 

that can be recycled.

 

The midlayer Merino wool collection consists of three 

products: Merino ReNew full-zip jacket, Merino Alpine 

hoodie and Merino defender jacket. You’ll also find a 

breeze fleece pullover – it’s made from 26 recycled 

bottles and has been a long time customer favorite 

season after season. 

 

The only question left is: what midlayer will you choose? 

MEN’S RENEW MERINO JACKET

JACKET FULL ZIP 350 GSM

Main fabric: 63% Recycled Wool, 24% Polyamide,

13% Polyester

Details: 50% Recycled Polyamide, 50% Polyamide

Side pockets  

material:

100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Regular

• Post-Consumer Recycled Wool from Italy; 

• PFC-free DWR chest pocket with YKK Zip to keep your 

belongings dry and safe;

• Center-Front YKK Zipper with Wind Flap to protect from 

harsh winds;

• Side-pockets lined with ultra-soft recycled polyester to 

keep your hands warm and cozy;

• Windproof elastic binding at sleeve-ends to keep the 

warmth inside;

• Branded Thermowave zipper-pullers;

• Elevated branding;

• High protective collar.

High protective collar

Windproof elastic binding at sleeve-ends to 
keep the wamth inside

Zippered arm pockets

Zipper chin guard and interior
storm flap to prevent friction

Waterproof zippered 
chest pocket

Elevated
branding

16ROCK271-970
Dark Grey Melange

Meet our ReNew Merino 350 Fleece Jacket – we created 

it to bring you the ultimate coziness. And not only it’s the 

perfect choice for more warmth, it’s also a sustainable 

choice, made from recycled materials. Sustainable 

materials will provide breathable warmth as well as 

modern style, as you set off on more casual cold-weather 

adventures. Feel your best and protect the nature at the 

same time!
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A beneficial technology in more ways 
than one
Merino ReNew allows us to recycle Merino wool garments 

for a new life. Various used Merino wool garments are 

collected and sorted by color in Italy, shredded and spun 

into Merino wool yarns, knitted into a fabric without 

secondary dyeing to be used again. We give fabrics a 

second life while reducing their carbon footprint and 

providing more jobs in Europe. Sustainable materials will 

provide breathable warmth as well as a timeless design, 

SPECIAL ADVICE: a second chance to become a new garment leads Merino wool to be more prone to 

shedding. That happens because after shredding, Merino wool fiber becomes thinner. Shedding is a 

natural process, yet to avoid pilling, we recommend keeping away from light-colored clothing. If taken 

care of properly, the product will serve you well for years to come. 

as you set off on more casual cold-weather adventures. 

Feel your best and protect nature at the same time!

Care instructions. Due to Merino wool’s natural 

antibacterial qualities, you’ll wash this garment less 

frequently. If a need to wash it arises, please do that 

according to instructions – wash the garment separately 

from light clothes, which could get covered with pills.

16ROCK272-970
Dark Grey Melange

WOMEN’S RENEW MERINO JACKET

JACKET FULL ZIP 350 GSM

Main fabric: 63% Recycled Wool, 24% Polyamide,

13% Polyester

Details: 50% Recycled Polyamide, 50% Polyamide

Side pockets  

material:

100% Polyester

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Regular

• Post-Consumer Recycled Wool from Italy; 

• PFC-free DWR chest pocket with YKK Zip to keep your 

belongings dry and safe;

• Center-Front YKK Zipper with Wind Flap to protect from 

harsh winds;

• Side-pockets lined with ultra-soft recycled polyester to 

keep your hands warm and cozy;

• Windproof elastic binding at sleeve-ends to keep the 

warmth inside;

• Branded Thermowave zipper-pullers;

• Elevated branding;

• High protective collar.

Meet our ReNew Merino 350 Fleece Jacket – we created 

it to bring you the ultimate coziness. And not only it’s the 

perfect choice for more warmth, it’s also a sustainable 

choice, made from recycled materials. Sustainable 

materials will provide breathable warmth as well as 

modern style, as you set off on more casual cold-weather 

adventures. Feel your best and protect the nature at the 

same time!

High protective collar

Windproof elastic binding at sleeve-ends to 
keep the wamth inside

Zippered arm pockets

Zipper chin guard and interior
storm flap to prevent friction

Waterproof zippered 
chest pocket

Elevated
branding
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Why use 
recycled Merino?

Producing wool is a 
resource-intensive job.

At Thermowave we’ve been using Merino wool for as long 

as we can remember. It’s a natural fiber that insulates, 

breathes and lasts for a long time. However, producing 

wool not only requires a lot of resources, but it also 

creates one of the biggest environmental impacts, when 

the sheep growing the wool releases methane.

That’s why we use recycled wool and extend the life span 

of fiber that has already been produced: this way we 

help to reduce the CO2 emissions. To start with, bales of 

post-consumer pre-selected wool clothing are sorted by 

quality, color and fiber content to start the processing of 

regenerated fabric.

It requires vast amounts of land for grazing sheep, water 

to clean the fiber, chemicals to treat the wool and dyes 

to color the finished product. The transformation of 

selected wool clothing into pulled fibers of mechanically 

regenerated wool allows to sort out more than 142M kg 

of fibers for one textile district.

A carded spinning technician, known as a ‘feltrinista’, 

prepares the blends by balancing many different fibers 

and colors. By recycling the wool, more than 2M kg of 

dyes and 128M kg of CO2 emissions are saved.

Mechanically regenerated wool is then transformed 

into carded yarn which allows to create various fabrics. 

As a result, we can make clothing with the same great 

qualities as virgin wool at a fraction of the environmental 

cost. This is a part of our ongoing efforts to create more 

sustainable wool products and practices in all aspects of 

what we do.
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MEN’S MERINO DEFENDER JACKET

JACKET FULL ZIP 210 GSM

Fabric: 49% Merino Wool, 51% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Regular

• High protective collar;

• Zippered arm pockets; 

• YKK Zipper chin guard and interior storm flap to prevent 

friction;

• Elevated banding;

• Offset shoulder seams to prevent friction. 

16ROCK251-970
Dark Grey Melange

This merino defender jacket from double knitting Virgin 

Wool and Polyester fabric is functional, comfortable, warm 

and soft. Elevated style fit is well known for Thermowave 

client, it is comfortable and every single detail has been 

thought out about functionality and outdoor adaptability.

Due to MerinoDry technology, you’re able to feel fresh, 

dry and warm for longer periods of time. We created a 

dual-layer, made from functional polyester inside and 

natural Merino wool outside, for faster moisture-wicking 

and additional warmth. Functional polyester quickly wicks 

away excess moisture, and Merino wool is known for 

ensuring warmth, as well as having natural antibacterial 

properties that protect from bad odours.

MEN’S MERINO ALPINE HOODIE

JACKET FULL ZIP 320 GSM

Main fabric: 43% Merino Wool, 42% Polyester,

11% Polyamide, 4% Lycra

Side pockets  

material:

100% Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Close-fitting

• 2 secure pockets with YKK Zippers;

• One on the front chest, it helps during activities to keep 

things safe; 

• One on the arm for small belongings; 

• Flatlock seams helps to prevent friction;

• High protective collar; 

• Fitted hood designed to fit under helmet; 

• Drop tail hem for added coverage;

• Thin material at the armpits for better breathability; 

• Raglan sleeves construction for mobility;

• Zipper chin guard and interior storm flap to prevent 

friction;

• Elastic hem to keep the warmth in; 

• Branded Thermowave pullers.

High protective collar

Flatlock seams to 
prevent friction

Elastic hem to keep 
the warmth in

Forward set side seams
to prevent friction

Drop tail hem for 
added coverage

Thin material at the armpits
for better breathability

Raglan sleeves construction 
for mobility

Fitted hood designed to fit
under helment

Zippered chest and 
arm pockets

Zipper chin guard and interior
storm flap to prevent friction

Elastic hem to keep 
the warmth in

16ROCK281-690
Navy

A double knitting fabric and  small contrasting color 

prints and zipper pullers ensure a fresh look, which is also 

supported by the widely used bonding technology. The 

attached hood does it function and keeps you warm during 

outdoor activities.
High protective collar

Zippered arm pockets

Elevated branding

Zipper chin guard and interior
storm flap to prevent frictionHigh protective collar
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WOMEN’S MERINO ALPINE HOODIE

• Secure pocket with YKK zipper to keep things safe during 

activities;

• Contrast flatlock seams help to form the perfect shape, 

to prevent friction and keep you visible during any 

outdoor sport; 

• High protective collar; 

• Fitted hood designed to fit under helmet; 

• Drop tail hem for added coverage;

• Thin material at the armpits for better breathability; 

• Raglan sleeves construction for mobility;

• Zipper chin guard and interior storm flap to prevent 

friction;

• Elastic hem to keep the warmth in; 

• Branded Thermowave pullers.

High protective collar

Flatlock seams to 
prevent friction

Elastic hem to keep 
the warmth in

Forward set side seams
to prevent friction

Drop tail hem for 
added coverage

Thin material at the armpits
for better breathability

Body shaping lines

Raglan sleeves construction 
for mobility

Fitted hood designed to fit
under helment

Zippered chest 
pocket

Zipper chin guard and interior
storm flap to prevent friction

Elastic hem to keep 
the warmth in

16ROCK282-490
Tibetan Red

A double knitting fabric and small contrasting color 

prints and zipper pullers ensure a fresh look, which is also 

supported by the widely used bonding technology. The 

attached hood does it function and keeps you warm during 

outdoor activities.

JACKET FULL ZIP 320 GSM

Main fabric: 43% Merino Wool, 42% Polyester,

11% Polyamide, 4% Lycra

Side pocket  

material:

100% Polyester

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Close-fitting

Feel fresh, dry and warm for 
longer periods of time.

Due to MerinoDry technology, you’re able to feel fresh, 

dry and warm for longer periods of time. We created a 

dual-layer, made from functional polyester inside and 

natural Merino wool outside, for faster moisture-wicking 

and additional warmth. Functional polyester quickly wicks 

away excess moisture, and Merino wool is known for 

ensuring warmth, as well as having natural antibacterial 

properties that protect from bad odours.
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MEN’S BREEZE FLEECE PULLOVER

FLEECE PULLOVER 1/2 ZIP 140 GSM

Fabric: 100 % Post-consumer Recycled Polyester

Size: S-3XL

Fit: Regular

• 1/2 YKK zipper; 

• Post-consumer recycled fabric;

• Optimal moisture evaporation;

• Lifetime Warranty; 

• Extremely light and soft;

• High breathability;

• Perfect insulation;

• Elastic loop on the back for hanging the jumper;

• Easy care – machine wash at 40°C;

• High protective collar; 

• Raglan sleeves construction for mobility; 

• Elevated branding; 

• Protective flap to prevent friction;

• Thermowave tonal embroidered logo.

TW07SSROCK221-660
Mykonos Blue

Offset shoulder seams
to prevent friction

High protective collar
Protective flap to 
prevent friction

Elevated branding

Thermowave tonal
embroidered logo

Elastic loop for hanging

Back seam for better 
mobility

Post-Consumer 
Recycled Polyester

Creating products from Post-Consumer 

Recycled Polyester allows us to recycle bottles 

and other household items that would otherwise 

end up in landfills. 

About lifetime 
warranty:
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WOMEN’S BREEZE FLEECE PULLOVER

FLEECE PULLOVER 1/2 ZIP 140 GSM

Fabric: 100 % Post-consumer Recycled Polyester

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Regular

• 1/2 YKK zipper; 

• Post-consumer recycled fabric;

• Optimal moisture evaporation;

• Lifetime Warranty; 

• Extremely light and soft;

• High breathability;

• Perfect insulation;

• Elastic loop on the back for hanging the jumper;

• Easy care – machine wash at 40°C;

• High protective collar; 

• Raglan sleeves construction for mobility; 

• Elevated branding; 

• Protective flap to prevent friction;

• Thermowave tonal embroidered logo.

TW07SSROCK2122-660
Mykonos Blue

Thermowave tonal
embroidered logo

Elastic loop for hangingRaglan sleeves construction
for mobility

Elevated branding

Protective flap to 
prevent frictionHigh protective collar

MERINO TIGHTS 420 GSM

Fabric: 78% Merino Wool; 20% Polyamide,

2% Lycra

Size: XS-XXL

Fit: Next-to-skin

MERINO TIGHTS  |  WOMEN

• Soft merino fibers that regulate body temperature in all 

weather conditions and resists odors; 

• Breathable fabric blend that is designed to wick moisture 

away from the body; 

• A pocket on the back of the waistband. It will also let to 

comfortably carry any small essentials;

• Gusset for mobility and comfort;

• Flatlock seams to prevent friction;

• Perfect insulation;

• Smooth feeling;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection.

14BOLT722-990
Black
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Your needs, our creations – discover the expanded 

Thermowave accessories collection. You will fi nd any needed 

functional properties here. Our accessories have become 

the preferred choice for alpinists, runners, travelers and 

many more. Exceptional attention has been given to every 

detail of design and quality, to ensure the best experience 

while engaging in any outdoor activity or just living an 

adventurous everyday life. The accessories’ designs were 

created to complement Thermowave’s bestsellers and to 

achieve a whole, unique look of a BRAVER.

Accessories BEANIE

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: S/M, L/XL

BEANIE

Main fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Mesh lining: 28% Merino Wool, 72% Polyester

Size: S/M, L/XL

• Perfect for for hiking, snowboarding, winter sports and 

running;

• Outside premium Merino wool has supreme insulating 

properties;

• Inside Functional Polyester/Merino Blend for quick-drying 

comfort and durability;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating;

• Fit good. Feel good technology zones features breathable 

zones for high intensity activity.

12HATM520-990
Black

12HATM530-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

12HATM520-982
Anthracite

GLOVES

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: S/M, L/XL

• These Merino wool gloves are the perfect base layer or 

light duty primary glove;

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating.

UNISEX ACCESSORIES

• Perfect Beanie for for hiking, snowboarding, winter 

sports and running;

• Dual-layer fabric that ensures best properties of both 

Merino Wool and Polyester;

• Ensures perfect warmth insulation;

• Lets the skin breathe;

• Quick-drying.

14GLVM810-990
Black

14GLVM810-980
Anthracite
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16BALM570-990
Black

BALACLAVA

Outside: 100% Merino Wool

Mouth details: 28% Merino Wool, 72% Polyester

Size: One size

BALACLAVA

Fabric: 100% Polyester

Size: One size

BALACLAVA

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: One size

• Aurora balaclava is used to create extra protection 

layers for cold weather;

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating;

• Align mesh panel over the mouth for optimal airflow;

• Ideal for wearing under helmet;

• Fit good. Feel good technology zones features breathable 

zones for high intensity activity.

• This balaclava provides an ideal base layer protection 

against the cold during activities like skiing, climbing and 

hiking;

• Quick Dryfunctional polyester;

• Breathable and moisture wicking; 

• Silver-ion protection and anti-bacterial finish, provides 

that fresh feeling and inhibits bacterial growth, so no 

uncomfortable smell.

• Multifunctional balaclava includes ventilation flap, which 

is multifunctional and alows to breathe and drink through 

during cold weather. You can wear it under helmet and 

yet still be able to breathe; 

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating.

12BALM560-990
Black

12BALP560-990
Black

14TUBM540-990
Black

CHUTE

Outside: 80% Merino Wool, 20% Polyamide

Inside: 100% Polyester

Size: One size

TUBE

Main fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Mesh lining: 28% Merino Wool, 72% Polyester

Size: One size

TUBE

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: One size

• Merino Wool tube with mesh provides soft, breathable, 

odor-resistant performance and double warmness because 

of mesh for protection in super-cold conditions. Longer 

front detail;

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating;

• Fit good. Feel good technology zones features breathable 

zones for high intensity activity.

• Design for versatile protection from cold, wind and snow. 

Depending on weather or fit preference, adjust for wear as 

a full-face mask, neck gaiter or face shield;

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating.

14TUBM560-982
Anthracite

12TUBM550-990
Black/Dark Grey Melange

• Non-itch verstatile neck warmth to go, with longer front;

• Outside premium Merino wool has supreme insulating 

properties;

• Inside Functional Polyester/merino blend for quick-drying 

comfort and durability;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating.

UNISEX ACCESSORIESUNISEX ACCESSORIES
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TUBE

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: One size

HEAD BAND

Main fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: One size

• 100% Multifunctional Merino Wool head band provides 

protection in cool or cold conditions;

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating.

14BAND520-490
Tibetan Red

14TUBM530-490
Tibetan Red

14BAND520-770
Peacock

14TUBM530-770
Peacock

HEAD BAND

Fabric: 40% Merino wool, 30% Polyester,

30% Tencel

Size: One size

• A headband that will perfectly compliment the jacquard 

patterns of Merino Xtreme, yet due to soft neutral colors will 

look great with any outfit;

• Dual Layer Fabric - Keeps you warm and dry; 

• Outside Merino Wool/Polyamide Blend for added durability; 

• Inside Functional Polyester for quick-drying comfort; 

• Ultra-soft feeling and perfect fit for max freedom of 

movement;

• Superior breathability and natural anti-bacterial protection.

• Multifunctional Merino Wool Balaclava with longer front, 

provides protection in cool or cold conditions;

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating.

16BAND510-970
Black/Gray

16BAND510-570
Mulberry/Pink

HEAD BAND

Main fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: One size

• 100% Merino Wool head band  for head protection 

against the cooler weather;

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating.

12BAND520-440
Magenta

12BAND520-980
Anthracite

REVERSIBLE CAP

Fabric: 100% Merino Wool

Size: One size

• 100% Merino Wool cap for head protection against the 

cold, perfect for all intensity winter activities like skiing or 

simply on the way to job;

• 100% ethically sourced ram and soft premium merino for 

all-natural performance;

• Natural anti-bacterial protection;

• Breathable and moisture-wicking;

• Temperature regulating;

• Reversible design.

12HATM510-442
Magenta/Black

12HATM510-672
Gray Blue/Black

UNISEX ACCESSORIESUNISEX ACCESSORIES
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Merino socks

Our Merino  socks have been designed with both 

durability and comfort in mind.

Wherever you chose to walk, you can trust our socks 

every step of the way.

T

12KOJA111-991
Black

12KOJA111-991
Black

UNISEX MERINO SOCKS

SOCKS

Fabric: 54% Merino wool, 31% Polyamide,

13% Polyester, 2% Elastane

Size: 36-39, 40-44, 44-47

SOCKS

Fabric: 46% Merino Wool, 16% Primaloft 

Polyester, 36% Polyamide, 2% Elastane

Size: 36-39, 40-44, 44-47

• Merino Wool and multi-yarn Polyamide combination at 

sole for reinforcement; 

• PrimaLoft® synthetic insulation provides outstanding 

warmth with excellent moisture management but without 

weight to your legs;

• Comfort cuff  secure band keep sock from rolling or 

slipping;

• Stretch knit construction for better ventilation; 

• Terry Cushion at sole for maximum impact absorption; 

• Functional knitted pad at mid sole for stable fi t;

• L/R indication for optimal fi t.

• Merino Wool and multi-yarn Polyamide combination at 

sole for reinforcement; 

• PrimaLoft® synthetic insulation provides outstanding 

warmth with excellent moisture management but without 

weight to your legs;

• Comfort cuff  secure band keep sock from rolling or 

slipping;

• Stretch knit construction for better ventilation; 

• Terry Cushion at sole for maximum impact absorption; 

• Functional knitted pad at mid sole for stable fi t;

• L/R indication for optimal fi t.
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SIZE CHEST ARM LENGTH

S 92 cm / 36 in 76 cm / 30 in

M 100 cm / 39 in 78 cm / 31 in

L 106 cm / 42 in 80 cm / 31 in

XL 111 cm / 44 in 82 cm / 32 in

XXL 119 cm / 47 in 84 cm / 33 in

3XL 125 cm / 49 in 86 cm / 34 in

SIZE WAIST HIPS INSEAM

S 80 cm / 31 in 95 cm / 37 in 77 cm / 30 in

M 86 cm / 34 in 101 cm / 30 in 79 cm / 31 in

L 92 cm / 36 in 107 cm / 42 in 81 cm / 32 in

XL 100 cm / 39 in 113 cm / 44 in 83cm / 33 in

XXL 107 cm / 42 in 121 cm / 48 in 85 cm / 34 in

3XL 113 cm / 44 in 127cm / 50 In 87cm / 34 in

Men’s size guide

SIZING GUIDE  |  MEN’S TOPS

CHEST

ARM LENGTH

SIZING GUIDE  |  MEN’S BOTTOMS

HIPS

INSEAM

WAIST

Women’s size guide

SIZE CHEST ARM LENGTH

XS 82 cm / 32 in 71.5 cm / 28 in

S 88 cm / 35 in 73 cm / 29 in

M 94 cm / 37 in 74.5 cm / 29.3 in

L 100 cm / 39 in 76 cm / 30 in

XL 106 cm / 42 in 77.5 cm / 31 in

XXL 112 cm / 44 in 79 cm / 31 in

SIZE WAIST HIPS INSEAM

XS 66 cm / 26 in 90 cm / 35 in 73.5 cm / 29 in

S 72 cm / 28 in 96 cm / 38 in 75 cm / 29 in 

M 78 cm / 31 in 102 cm / 40 in 76.5 cm / 30 in

L 84 cm / 33 in 108 cm / 43 in 78 cm / 31 in 

XL 90 cm / 35 in 114 cm / 45 in 79.5 cm / 31 in

XXL 96 cm / 38 in 120 cm / 47 in 81 cm / 32 in

SIZING GUIDE  |  WOMEN’S BOTTOMS

ARM LENGTH

CHEST

SIZING GUIDE  |  WOMEN’S TOPS

HIPS

WAIST

INSEAM
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